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If an employer that already has a pension plan for its employees establishes a successor plan and stops making
contributions to the original plan, can the employer wind up the original plan?
No. In this situation, the employer cannot wind up the original plan. Section 81(1) of the PBA prevents the employer
from doing so. It states that if the employer establishes a successor to an existing pension plan, and the employer stops
making contributions to the original plan, then:



the original plan is deemed not to be wound up; and
the (successor) new pension plan is deemed to be a continuation of the original pension plan.

Since the original plan and the new plan are deemed to be one plan, in order for the original plan to be wound up, there
would have to be a partial windup of the plan. However, section 69.1 of the PBA states that a pension plan cannot be
partially wound up, if the effective date of the wind up is on or after July 1, 2012.
It is also important to note that sections 81(2) and (3) provide that benefits under the original pension plan relating to
employment before the new pension plan was established are deemed to be benefits under the new pension plan,
regardless of whether the original plan’s assets and liabilities were actually transferred to the new plan.
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